Prior to enrolling, please review our class expectations and guidelines:

- If minimum enrollment is not met, students will be offered the option of remitting a tuition supplement or reducing instruction time. If all involved students agree to the supplement or reducing instruction time the class can materialize.
- Class registration is not transferable to another person.
- Class-attendance of 70% is expected to proceed to the next level.
- Punctuality towards class starting time is kindly required to avoid class disruption.
- Cancellations of private or semi-private lessons, made less than 24 hours in advance, will be charged at the normal rate of tuition.
- Language sessions are not recorded for students who miss a class.
- Active participation is key. Video and audio must be turned on, auditing the class without interaction is not conducive to learning and affects the class dynamic.
- If you do not receive a Zoom link and class details by the day before your first class session, please check your spam folder.